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Forest change is continuous and ever-present. Projected future alterations to the fundamental determinants of forest composition and structure will, however, present large challenges to forest management and contains large uncertainty. Climate change, in particular, is fundamentally different than other drivers of change. Many human effects on natural systems are ephemeral or reversible and can be actively or passively restored over time. Climate change will be neither ephemeral nor reversible. Current projections are for substantial warming by the end of this century. As a result, climate change will push forested landscapes into novel states from which they will never return and will generate a ‘no-analog’ future. But these changes will be shaped and guided by forest management. What role can forest management play in shaping the trajectories of forested landscapes? What management strategies will be reasonable and effective? When and where should they be deployed? And how can uncertainty be embraced and incorporated into forward-looking management plans? Such information is critical in an era of declining resources and amplifying change, when difficult choices about which systems to save or protect must be made. Dr. Scheller will present his framework for understanding management under change and uncertainty and will present his research on incorporating climate uncertainty into forest management actions.
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